
Muhammad Fahad Khan
Civil engineer
To pursue challenging career in the field of engineering with constant learning and contribution to an organization which provides
challenging work environment and allow me to grow professionally and as an individual.

fahadkhan2358@gmail.com 03339650669 Peshawar, Pakistan linkedin.com/in/fahad-khan-a81696156

EDUCATION
Bachelor's in Civil engineering
University of engineering and technology
Peshawar
09/2017 - 09/2021, 3.30/4.00

Intermediate
Islamia College Peshawar
09/2015 - 08/2017, 907/1100

Matric
Garrison Cadet College Kohat
04/2012 - 07/2015, 978/1050

WORK EXPERIENCE
Trainee Engineer
National Engineering Services Pakistan (Pvt.)
Limited (NESPAK)
09/2021 - Present, Kohat, Pakistan

Understanding of plans

Site inspection

Dealing with contractor & client

Working on PC 1

Intern
Kohat development authority KDA kohat
07/2019 - 09/2019, Kohat, Pakistan

Bidding process

Procurement

Validation of maps of houses

Maintenance of roads

Survey camp
UET Peshawar
03/2021 - 04/2021, 

Carried out survey at field which includes following
methods: fly leveling, contouring, triangulation, alignment of
road, alignment with total station.

SKILLS

AutoCAD ( 2D, 3D) Revit SAP2000 MS Office

Communication Leadership Interpersonal Skills

PERSONAL PROJECTS
FYP: Comparative study of RC bridge design using
WPCPHB and AASHTO LRFD

Design of Cantilever retaining wall at proposed site
(Jalozai)

ORGANIZATIONS
American society of civil engineers (ASCE)
 (06/2019 - Present)
Member

Institute of civil engineers (ICE) (08/2019 - Present)
Member

CERTIFICATES
Excel for Beginners (Great learning academy)

BIM fundamentals for engineers (National Taiwan
University)

Participation certificate of National inter- school Maths
Olympiad (ISMO)

Participation certificate of maths contest by IKMC

AutoCAD (Digiskill training program)

LANGUAGES
English
Full Professional Proficiency

Urdu
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

Pashto
Native or Bilingual Proficiency

INTERESTS

Structural design Site supervision Transportation

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

Achievements/Tasks

mailto:fahadkhan2358@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fahad-khan-a81696156
USJL635643
Callout
Be more specific with your objective statement. Which branch of civil engineering are you most interested in? Water/transportation/geotechnical/structural/construction/land development?

USJL635643
Callout
Make sure to capitalize the appropriate acronyms "American Society of Civil Engineers""Institute of Civil Engineers"

USJL635643
Callout
I would like to see this section more as a personal interests section (for example, hobbies, sports, fun facts about you outside of work/school)

USJL635643
Text Box
You seem to have a lot of great experience but it's not showing through your resume. I'm having a hard time understanding what you did and what you accomplished at your 3 jobs so don't be afraid to get into the specifics of your tasks/achievements.Use more active verbs and quantify your tasks if you can.

USJL635643
Callout
What is PC 1?

USJL635643
Callout
Go into more detail about these. What did you bid on? What did you procure? What did you do for maintaining the roads? How did you validate the maps of houses?

USJL635643
Callout
Go into more detail about these. What did you do to understand the plans? What and how did you do site inspections and what was your role? How often do you deal with contractors and clients? Are you the main point of contact? 


